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his.other.writings,.however,.Mill.goes.into.greater.depth.concerning.the.
deficiencies. of. other. views .. In. Chapter. 1 of. Utilitarianism. he. presents.
the.main.contending.schools.of.thought.regarding.the.basis.of.morality,.
namely,. the. intuitive. or. a priori. school. and. the. inductive. or. empirical.
school ..In.opposing.the.intuitive.or.a priori.line.of.thinking,.Mill.simply.
claims.that.its.advocates.are.not.conscious.of.their.own.use.of.the.principle.




standard. of. morality;. and. the. intuitionist. theory .. Mill. argues. resolutely.
against.any.natural.sense.of.right.and.wrong ..Yet.he.regards.the.intuitive.




























































ingly,. only. the. internal. sanctions. really. concern. Mill;. hence. his. under-
standing.of.conscience.as.a.feeling.of.pain.attendant.on.the.violation.of.
duty ..He.regards.conscience.as.acquired.–.it.derives.from.sympathy,.love,.

















fact. that.he.analyzes.moral.motivation.without.appealing. to. reason ..He.
also.rejects. the.doctrine.of.free.will.as.metaphysical ..Free.will. is.based.














and.G ..E ..Moore.accused.Mill.of.the.naturalistic.fallacy ..Such.criticisms.

































dressing. the.question.of.whether. the. role.of. rights.and. justice. in.Mill’s.
system. is. consistent. with. his. utilitarianism .. Mill. himself. acknowledges.
that. one.of. the. strongest. objections. to.utilitarianism. is. the. apparent. in-





































to. the.main.question. in. the.nature-nurture.controversy”. (p ..1) ..Reading.
this. textbook-like. definition. of. heritability. in. the. introduction. to. Mak­
ing Sense of Heritability by Neven Sesardić, associate professor in the 
Department.of.Philosophy.at.Lingnan.University,.Hong.Kong,.one.could.
















more,. understanding. this. concept. requires. some. level. of. proficiency. in.
statistics,.genetics.and.cognitive.psychology ..So.it. is.not.surprising.that.
it.has.provided.fertile.ground.for.misunderstandings.and.misuses ..Neven.
